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Baltimore Map Gallery

City of Baltimore: Maps Gallery

City of Baltimore: Maps Gallery is a collection of web maps for the community of City of Baltimore. Find out more about City of Baltimore by viewing the gallery below.

EGIS Maps

For more maps, web map applications, and GIS data visit the City of Baltimore EGIS Website, Open Baltimore, or CityView.

Also, you can stay up to date by following us on Facebook and Twitter.

Email us for additional maps and comments: gis@baltimorecity.gov
CityView 1.6
CityView 1.6
EconView

- [www.cityview.baltimorecity.gov/econview](http://www.cityview.baltimorecity.gov/econview)
- Released in 2015
- Developed to display real estate development and public investment throughout the City since 2010
- Users can view project profiles
  - By entering an address
  - Selecting a dot or boundary area on the map
  - Using the “Search” tool
ArcGIS Open Data

- Platform to connect citizens and businesses to our authoritative datasets

- Public facing website that provides another platform for public access to the city’s datasets and increases transparency

- ESRI hosted and managed solution within ArcGIS Online

- Public can freely view interactive maps and search and download data they are interested in

Questions/Comments???

Samantha.Luckhardt@baltimorecity.gov

410-396-5820